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1 INTRODUCTION
Reducing the power consumption of machine learning (ML) pro-
cessors is crucial to realize ML applications on energy-constrained
portable devices. The most compute-intensive operation that con-
sumes a significant amount of energy in ML processing, besides
off-chip memory access, ismultiplication due to its high energy con-
sumption per unit operation as well as the large operation count [1].

In this work, we take a trained neural network (NN) with fixed-
point weights [2] and then convert them into partial summations of
powers of two that can be generated by bit-shifting operations. Our
proposed method sacrifices only minimal accuracy while achieving
significant power and area reductions. In this work, we choose the
MNIST dataset to evaluate our solution as well as a dataset gener-
ated from [2] which introduce noise and artifacts from cameras to
the image.

2 RELATEDWORK
Researchers have made various efforts to reduce or remove mul-
tiplication from ML processing for improving energy efficiency
and performance. Using shift and add operations to approximate
multiplication is a common technique [3, 4]. Our approach does not
need to store any sets of full-precision weights in memory since we
are essentially taking a full precision pre-trained model as input.
Additionally, we optimize accuracy on real-time images by training
on and compensating for images with noise artifacts.

A similar approach is to use look-up tables (LUTs) [5, 6]. However,
our work eliminates the possibly high memory cost of storing every
combination of multiplications needed within the LUTS. Our design
is portable within a low-power and low-memory FPGA.

3 PROPOSED DESIGN
3.1 n-hot Weight Quantization
The proposed method takes a pretrained NN as an input and con-
verts the fixed-point weights into 𝑛-hot bit patterns. At one ex-
treme of energy-efficiency is one-hot weight quantization, where
the weights 𝜔 are approximated to powers of two as follows:

�̂� (1) = sign(𝜔) × 2 ⌊𝑙𝑜𝑔2 |𝜔 | ⌉ , (1)

where ⌊𝑥⌉ is the nearest integer to 𝑥 (rounding). Note that this is
not simply finding the leading one and truncating the subsequent
bits, which can cause significant truncation errors.

Unfortunately, albeit better than truncation, the one-hot quanti-
zation results in significant accuracy loss that is often unacceptable.
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Figure 1: Weight approximation example using 2-hot quan-
tization.

However, adding just one more bit dramatically improves the ac-
curacy. In the two-hot weight quantization, there are two bit 1’s in
the weights. Specifically, the weight 𝜔 is approximate as:

�̂� (2) =�̂� (2)
𝑞 + �̂�

(2)
𝑐 , (2)

where �̂� (2)
𝑞 is the quantization term and �̂� (2)

𝑐 is the error compen-
sation term. They are both powers of two, which of each is defined
as:

�̂�
(2)
𝑞 =sign(𝜔) × 2 ⌊𝑙𝑜𝑔|𝜔 | ⌋ (3)

�̂�
(2)
𝑐 =sign

(
�̂�
(2)
𝑞

)
× 2 ⌊𝑙𝑜𝑔2 |𝜔−�̂� (2)

𝑞 | ⌉ (4)

For 𝑛 > 2, this is done in a recursive manner to more accu-
rately approximate the weights with 𝑛 − 1 error correction bits.
This enables the reconfigurable accuracy-energy trade-off of the
proposed method. In our proof-of-concept prototype, we use 𝑛 = 2
that exhibits a large energy savings at a minor accuracy loss.

3.2 n-Hot Weight Multiplier
By leveraging the fact that can constrain all weights to a two-hot
quantization, we implement more efficient hardware by replacing
the power- and area-hungry multipliers in traditional NNs. In our
design, we synthesize a baseline 6-layer convolutional neural net-
work and the same network with all convolutional layers’ weight
multipliers replaced by our proposed shift encoding methods. The
hardware block diagram is represented in Figure 2. The output of
the encoder is are the shifted values chosen to be added together.

4 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
4.1 NN Integration and Training
We use the pretrained convolutional NN (CNN) we started with
from [2] is a simplified VGG network with six convolutional layers
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Figure 2: Hardware implementation of shift-encoded multi-
plier.

and a max-pooling layer following every two convolutional layers
with two fully connected layers at the end. Note that, however, our
method is not limited to a specific NN architecture but can be gen-
erally applicable to any NN architecture with heavy multiplication.
The network was trained using two datasets: (1) PNG images taken
from a real camera and (2) images from the MNIST dataset after
noise was applied [2]. Noise is applied to the MNIST images so
that when they are used in training, the network is trained as if
the images were taken by a real camera. The camera testing set we
used contained 153 PNG images that were converted to grayscale
and resized from 320x240 to 28x28.

4.2 Accuracy Evaluation
The proposed methods requiring weights to have a two-hot en-
coding results in less than a 4% accuracy reduction when applied
to both the MNIST dataset and the real camera image dataset as
shown in Table 2. As discussed before, going from one-hot to two-
hot quantization we found that in both the camera testing set and
MNIST testing set there was a drastic increase in the accuracy.
Incorporating more correction bits beyond this point would only
have a small improvement of accuracy for this specific dataset.

4.3 Area and Power Evaluation
Synthesis results with Synopsys Design Compiler using the TSMC
40nm library are shown in Table 1. The baseline design is the en-
tire CNN network with full fixed-point precision multipliers. Our
proposed design replaces the multipliers with our shift-encoding
methods Our design allows us to reduce the total amount of multi-
pliers within the network from 41 to 5 allowing us to achieve area
savings of 32% and power savings of 44% while incurring a 3.91%
accuracy penalty.

4.4 Real Time Digit Recognition on FPGA
To show that our low-power design can be used in real-time pro-
cessing for digit classification, we demonstrate true classification of
all 10 handwritten digits using a Verilog implementation from [2]
using our optimized convolution and quantized weights. A Cyclone

Figure 3: Real-time digit classifier using quantized weights
in action.

Cells Area (µm2) Dynamic (mW) Total (mW)
Baseline 12,400 27,379 1.10 1.11
Proposed 8,350 18,497 0.61 0.61

Table 1: Area and power evaluation. Area and power reduc-
tion of 32% and 44%, respectively.

Camera Test Images MNIST Testing Set
Baseline 78.43% 92.78%
Proposed 75.82% 89.16%

Table 2: Classification accuracy evaluation. Accuracy degra-
dation of 3.9% on test set.

IV DE0-Nano FPGA is used with an OV7670 camera module and
an ILI9341 TFT display module as done in [2].

5 CONCLUSIONS
The proposed two-hot quantization of weights allow us to imple-
ment lightweight approximate multipliers while only taking a small
reduction in accuracy. The low-area and low-power multiplier can
enable massive yet energy-efficient parallel processing of convolu-
tion operations in NNs. We prototyped the design on a small FPGA
and successfully demonstrated real-time performance of digit recog-
nition with a high accuracy.
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